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Motto: Collaboration, Care, Community
Purpose:

At Westfield Park Primary School, our aim is
to grow person-centred citizens who can embrace the future
with integrity, compassion and a love for lifelong learning.
Our school offers a unique and stimulating educational
environment, where children are nurtured, valued, and encouraged to reach their full potential. We have a
strong sense of community and a commitment to provide an education that addresses the academic, social,
physical and emotional development of all the children in our school community. Staff work together with
parents, agencies and volunteers to ensure a positive learning environment that encourages children to
become inquiring, responsible and confident members of society.

Priorities:
Literacy & Numeracy - Maximising educational
achievements and opportunities for all students.
Early Intervention - Focus on identification, support and
referral.
Community Development - Strengthen partnerships
between school, home and agencies.
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Message from principal
Welcome to our Annual Report 2020. By any metrics, 2020 was a most
unusual year. The widespread disruption caused by the global COVID-19
pandemic touched all of us in many ways. From school closure and remote
learning…through to restrictions imposed by social distancing requirements
and changes to normal school routines. As you will see later in this report, the
pandemic impacted on both NAPLAN and attendance data, which is not
available for 2020.

Message from the Chair

I would like to thank all of the staff at Westfield Park for the professionalism
and care they demonstrated over the year. They were able to ensure that
children and families were provided with practical support during those difficult
times. During the height of the pandemic, our staff ensured that all children
were provided with a pack of materials to support their learning at home, made
weekly contact with every family and coordinated a weekly welfare program for
30 families who were identified as being more vulnerable. I am always
impressed by the community spirit and resilience shown by our community
when faced with adverse situations.

2020 has been a challenging year for all communities. The global
pandemic has affected everyone and has thrown up obstacles to
learning that we could have never foreseen. The board was delighted
to see the school’s response and the community's resilience during the
latter half of term one and the beginning of term two when we were
facing so much uncertainty.
With challenges comes the opportunity for innovation and the board
was proud to see Westfield Park Primary School partner with the
Mindaroo Foundation to support some families in our community who
were more adversely affected by the circumstances of the pandemic.

In spite of the challenges presented by the pandemic, 2020 saw us continue to
make gains in the delivery of our Business Plan. All teaching staff are
proficiently using our new data collection platform, GradeXpert. We are
embedding our Trauma Responsive approach with termly professional
learning. Kindy Home Visits reached out to over half of our new enrolments
and have been widely appreciated by families. We have been able to utilise an
additional classroom as an engaging space for both literacy remediation and
extension groups. Our classrooms have been transformed with new furniture
and fittings to create inviting, comfortable and calm learning spaces that
children enjoy being in. During term four, we were audited by an external
verification team to see how we were doing in the National Quality Standards.
We were deemed as meeting every element of every standard, something only
a few dozen school across the State have achieved.

Westfield Park Primary School first opened in 1970 with students from
grades one through to seven. This year marks the 50th anniversary of
our school and unfortunately, we were unable to go ahead with
planned celebrations, the board plans to do something mark this
milestone during the new school year.
This year has also seen work to further strengthen the boards’ ability to
support of the strategic direction of the school and the continued
development of the schools standing in the community.
Congratulations to all the students, teachers and community members
for another year of growth and achievement here at Westfield Park, I
thank you for your continued support and assistance to the school.

Our work with and in the community continues to be enhanced by the Child
and Parent Centre and an increase in the number of volunteers who support
our work.

Larissa Madunic
Chair of the Board

Steve Soames

Westfield Park Primary School

Principal
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Our School and Community

lessons. Our recently renovated library provides a modern learning
space where children can access both print and electronic information.

Context

Outside, Pre-primary children enjoy their own outdoor play area and
sandpit. Netball courts, a soccer pitch and a large oval provide
opportunities for older students. Our school has an extensive Stephanie
Alexander Kitchen Garden and hydroponics grow area to teach children
about food and sustainability.

Westfield Park Primary School is situated in the suburb of Camillo and
bordered by the suburbs of Kelmscott and Armadale. The school is
set in beautiful gardens, with wetlands along the southern boundary.
We are a proud Independent Public School in the heart of our
community providing a positive, nurturing learning environment for our
Kindergarten to Year 6 students. Our school enjoys a successful
culture of care and support where our students and parents feel safe,
welcomed and cared for.
Our dedicated and well-trained teachers and support staff have a
strong understanding of current teaching philosophies and work hard
to provide children with a stimulating and engaging learning
experience. Literacy and Numeracy teaching programs are grounded
in evidence-based research, enabling all children to consolidate and
progress.
We are a family-orientated school working in partnership with the
community. Parents, carers and extended family members are
encouraged to play an active role in school life in our classrooms and
at the Child and Parent Centre - Westfield Park.
Westfield Park is an officially recognised ’Be You’ (formally
Kidsmatter) school. We have a strong Student Services team where
teachers and support staff are able to identify, in a timely manner, any
academic or pastoral concerns. We provide intervention appropriate
to individual needs and in partnership with families. Our school has
excellent links with local external agencies.
Our zero tolerance approach to bullying allows us to provide an
environment for all our children that is safe and free from bullying.
Children are taught in well maintained classrooms, all with multimedia
teaching facilities and iPads. There are dedicated teaching areas for
specialist subjects such as Art, Science, Technology, Engineering &
Maths (STEM) and a well-appointed kitchen for Home Economics
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2020

2019

2018

2017

ICSEA

908

911

909

908

Enrolments

305

324

329

306

Student Transiency

12.7%

27.0%

27.4%

23.3%

Indigenous Students

11.7%

10.6%

14%

13%

LBOTE Students

43%

30%

29%

31%

The school has more than doubled in size since 2010. It is widely
recognised that larger schools are significantly more complex as the
myriad of possible interactions between staff, students and families
grows exponentially. Westfield Park’s adoption of a community
development approach to school improvement is helping to manage
this complexity as we continue to seek to identify and meet the needs
of all children.

Ample playground equipment, basketball and netball courts and a
large oval ensure plenty of space for children to play in. One
classroom has been converted to an Art room.

Facilities

Wi-Fi is accessible across all areas of the school and students have
access to iPads as part of the teaching and learning programs
operating in the school as well as a developing STEM curriculum.

One of the teaching blocks has been refurbished by the Department
of Education as a Child and Parent Centre, housing health facilities,
family education rooms, a Student Services area for the School
Psychologist, School-based Social Worker, AIEO and external
agencies and a kitchen and dining room for our Breakfast Program.

Westfield Park Primary School opened in 1970 and was initially built
around three teaching blocks, each with six classrooms. A fourth
block, housing Early Years and a new Undercover area, were added
in 2011 through the Federal Government stimulus package. In
addition, the school has a library and resource centre, Dental Therapy
unit and Administration Block.

Staffing
The staff of Westfield Park Primary School is made up of professional
educators with a wide range of skills, knowledge and experience.
Many of the teachers, education assistants and other staff have good
links in the community and, as such, a sense of stability within the
staff is evident. Staffing levels are determined by the Student Centred
Funding Model. In addition to the principal and deputy principal, the
school has 17 Full Time Equivalent (FTE) teachers, a school
psychologist, 6.9 FTE education assistants, a school-based social
worker, a manager of corporate services, a school officer, a library
officer, 3 cleaners and a gardener. Our total staffing is 36 as a
number of positions are part time.

Enrolments
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Enrolments at Westfield Park went through a growth period from
2015—2019. Enrolments have dropped slightly since this period and
in Semester 2 the current enrolment was 305. At the peak in 2019,
there were 324 enrolments. COVID-19 impacted heavily on new
enrolments to the school, with transiency in the local intake area
more than halving from 27% in 2019 to 12.7% in 2020.

from Kindergarten to Year 2, as well as programs supporting children
0-3 years old within the school community. The process identifies
areas of strength as well as areas that the school can further develop.
Westfield Park provides exceptional service in the areas of Children’s
health and safety, and creating partnerships with families.

Be You
After formal recognition of the work done by this school to promote
the development of positive mental health in children in 2017, the
school has continued to implement the KidsMatter program through
its new guise of ‘Be You’. Be You is an Australian mental health and
well-being initiative that targets children that. This school has been
actively using the framework to support children's mental health
needs. The action group, made up of teachers, education assistants,
school leadership, student services, parents and community
agencies, has provided professional learning and whole school
events.

Nurture Group
The Nurture Group continues to be an integral part of Westfield Park’s
response to early intervention. This is an evidenced-based
intervention for students who require additional support in social and
emotional development. Data collected in school is showing that
students who have engaged in the program develop the necessary
skills and understandings which enable them to participate better in
learning as they continue through their schooling.

National Quality Standards
In 2020 the school had a verification visit by Early Childhood
Education directorate, which confirmed the school’s self assessemnt
that the it met all 7 domains in the National Quality Standard (NQS).
The National Quality Standards examines the schools’ operation in
the Early Childhood classes of the school, which includes classes
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Parent and Community Involvement

A parent-led Playgroup run through the Child and Parent Centre,
meets on Monday providing engaging pre-school learning and
socialisation activities. The playgroup offers a unique way for families
to engage with each other and for external service providers such as
Child Health Nurses, Speech & Language Services and employment
services to reach out to families in our community.

The work done by the parents of the school community is valued and
appreciated by the staff of Westfield Park Primary School. Parents take
on many roles within the school and by doing this, support their
children’s education. We have an effective School Board that meets at
a minimum of once each term to discuss items pertinent to the direction
of our school.

Also operating out of the Child and Parent centre Westfield Park, is a
multicultural playgroup aimed at reducing isolation for mothers who
come from a culturally and linguistically diverse background and
Ninny Marr, an Aboriginal playgroup where children learn about
culture through song and art.

Outside of the restrictions with attending school sites during COVID-19,
the P&C met frequently to discuss issues relevant to the school and the
students’ education. The P&C continued to run the Uniform shop and
Canteen, both of which are successful ventures. The fundraising
undertaken by the P&C throughout the year has benefitted all families
by contributing significantly to reducing the cost of school excursions
and providing free transport to excursion venues.

AEDC
In 2018, the school was part of the fourth data collection survey of the
Australian Early Development Census (AEDC). Westfield Park has
made extensive use of its AEDC data over the years to plan and
implement early intervention strategies which seek to support families
in our community to provide stronger parenting outcomes for their
children. As you can see from the graph, this has dramatically
reduced the number of children entering school with risk factors.

The Breakfast Club has provided a soft entry to volunteers wishing to
support the school and is powerful training ground for those who enjoy
this work and seek other areas to move on to.

2021 is an AEDC census year. Some of our Pre-Primary staff will be
involved in an online conference. They will then start to collect
information for the
survey
throughout
Term 2 with data to
be made available
later in the year.
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Key Student Outcomes

NAPLAN
NAPLAN is conducted in Year 3, 5, 7 & 9 classes across Australia and
tests Reading, Writing, Spelling, Grammar and Numeracy. A National
Minimum Standard has been set for each of these tests, which we aim for
every student to be achieving. Due to COVID-19, there were no NAPLAN
tests completed in 2020. Data from 2019 continued to be used in 2020 to
guide school direction.
As can be seen from the table below, the percentage of students who are
below the Minimum Standard in Mathematics declined significantly in 2019.

In 2020 the school continued to focus on improving student outcomes
in Literacy and Numeracy. With the support of Statewide Services, the
school continued with an intervention on basic facts and began data
collection to measure this intervention. Teachers worked to model
good teaching of numeracy and grow the understanding of a handson approach to teaching numeracy.

NAPLAN National
Minimum Standard
(NMS)

Our teachers have worked in teams to collaborate over their
numeracy teaching. They observe and provide feedback to each
other regarding their practice in the classroom. Our teachers are
supported in working to meet their students’ literacy and numeracy
needs through the utilisation of the evidence based whole-school
programs such as; Talk For Writing and Diana Rigg Phonics
programs in literacy and the use of Paul Swan ‘Basic Facts’ in
numeracy.
The school began to use Literacy Pro to provide data for students
reading in 2020. Initial data has shown an improvement in students
achievement which is higher than the standardised norms.
A significant amount of work has been undertaken by teaching staff to
align lesson design across the school. Working from an play/inquirybased learning approach, teachers are designing and implementing
lessons that ensure that children are engaged with learning content
that firstly reflects their interests and secondly, provides opportunities
for them to rehearse skills together and independently. This will
continue to be a focus for 2021.
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Numeracy
2019

2018

2017

Yr 3

Yr 5

Yr 3

Yr 5

Yr 3

Yr 5

Above NMS

57%

46%

56%

53%

64%

62%

At NMS

34%

36%

26%

21%

26%

28%

Below NMS

9%

18%

18%

26%

10%

10%

The performance of students in the area of Reading is mixed and
indicates that more work is required to lift student achievement in
Year Five to an acceptable level. As a school we need to be providing
children with more opportunities to practice and consolidate their
basic skills in order to improve general literacy levels at Westfield
Park Primary School. Literacy Pro has been introduced to provide
reading material which is levelled for the student.
NAPLAN National
Minimum Standard
(NMS)

The data collected by the school indicates that a continued strong
focus is to be required in both Literacy and Numeracy at all levels of
the school, but particularly in Years Four and Five. Our data gives a
mixed picture of an improvement in overall progress with a drop in
overall relative achievement demonstrating how NAPLAN data can be
skewed by a single cohort and high levels of student transiency.

Reading

2019

2018

NAPLAN National
Minimum Standard
(NMS)

2017

Yr 3

Yr 5

Yr 3

Yr 5

Yr 3

Yr 5

Above NMS

58%

59%

56%

61%

60%

44%

At NMS

33%

18%

23%

23%

18%

38%

Below NMS

9%

23%

21%

16%

22%

18%

Writing

2019

2018

2017

Yr 3

Yr 5

Yr 3

Yr 5

Yr 3

Yr 5

Above NMS

76%

53%

54%

42%

70%

39%

At NMS

6%

22%

16%

14%

12%

27%

Below NMS

18%

25%

30%

44%

18%

34%

NAPLAN Longitudinal Summary
In comparison with similar schools, it is clear that the school focus on
numeracy practices continues to be a priority for Year Five if we are to
further increase student performance over time. Our trend over time
tracks closely the trend of like schools.
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Teacher Judgements
Staff continued work in 2020 moderating their judgement of
student achievement and aligning this to the Western Australian
Curriculum Standards. This work is on-going with teachers
undertaking regular moderation of student work during their
collaboration meetings each term. Work samples from Talk 4
Write and Brightpath were used in teacher moderation session.

A strong focus on the core skills of literacy that includes reading,
writing, spelling and grammar continued in 2019 and 2020. While
average performance displays a similar pattern to like schools with
the gap in scores appearing to narrow. The data confirms that we
need to focus on reading and numeracy in years four and five and
writing in years two and three.

Attendance Data
Student attendance was not reported during 2020 because of the
COVID-19 pandemic. Data from 2019 showed that there had been a
decline from the previous two years. This appears to be mirroring a
trend shown by both ‘like schools’ and the WA public school average.
The school has strong focus on recognising and rewarding good
attendance, as well as follow up for students at risk due to low
attendance rates. New initiatives for early intervention to attendance
were identified in 2020 and include a targeted intervention for
individual families and development of attendance plans.
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In 2019, the Minister for Education released a statement on school
violence titled ‘Let’s Take A Stand Together’. The statement
contained several directives to school principals about how they were
expected to automatically suspend students who physically attacked
school staff. The directive also actioned schools to produce a ‘Good
Standing’ policy to be added to our behaviour policy.

Analysis of our attendance data in 2019 and 2020 shows that a small
proportion of families are skewing the data with frequent and
prolonged absences. Home visits have not changed behaviour.
Developing the habit of going to school every day is vital so children
do not miss out on important ideas and skills they need for future
learning.

Westfield Park has been following a trauma informed approach to
managing challenging behaviours and continues to build the skills,
knowledge and understand of all staff in this area.

Did you know:


missing half a day of school each week equates to one month of
missed learning each year



the attendance habits set by children when they first start school
continue throughout their school life



if children miss half a day of school each week between Preprimary and Year 10, they would miss almost one full year of
learning



learning is cumulative – if children miss a day, it is harder for
them to catch up

In 2020, a behaviour committee was re-established to address the
spike in suspensions and inappropriate behaviour. The behaviour
management policy was re-written to focus on a ‘Positive Behaviour
Schools’ approach and includes the schools trauma informed
response and good standing.

Student Behaviour
There has been a spike in number of students who were suspended
in 2020, with an increase of 11 days that the students were out of
school from 2019. Over 50% of the total number of days were from
three students who have significant trauma in their background. Two
of these students had transferred to other schools by the end of the
year.

% of students
suspended
Number of suspension days

2020

2019

2018

4.3%

3.6%

1.2%

60

49

16
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Community Satisfaction

Community Surveys
The School Board undertook a face-to-face survey of parents and
families during the last three weeks of 2019 using the questions
provided by the National Schools Opinion Survey. Results from the
survey were fed back to staff and the wider school community at the
beginning of 2020. The responses were positive overall, although
management of student behaviour and students feeling safe at school
are areas that the school needs to improve. The behaviour
management review and lessons for Social and Emotional learning,
are ways that the school is addressing these concerns.
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City of Armadale



Parkerville Children & Youth Care



Camillo Local Policing Team



Sporting Schools (previously Active After School Sports).



Minderoo Foundation for a targeted response to COVID-19
difficulties.



Achievers Club of Western Australia



Fathering Project

Community Partnerships
With the establishment of the Child and Parent Centre – Westfield
Park, the school has started to look outwards as we shape an
environment that is responsive to creating opportunity while
supporting individual needs of students and families. Westfield Park is
establishing a culture that is both high performing and values
relationships and humanity.

Parents have a voice across the school through the P&C, the School
Board and the Child and Parent Centre—Westfield Park. Parents are
also encouraged to bring any concerns or queries to either the class
teachers or the administration team.
The School Board introduced feedback forms in 2016. These forms
have allowed the school community to provide feedback in an
ongoing way. The school board has found this method valuable and
will continue to use these forms.
Feedback collected from the broader community indicates that most
parents are very happy with the education their child is receiving and
value the work being done by the staff of this school
The school has a number of well-established community partnerships
including:


Communicare



Camillo Early Learning Centre (Out of school care)



Save the Children (Australia)



Department of Child Protection and Family Support



Health Services
Therapy)



Community Health Nurse

(Speech

and

Language,

Occupational
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School Planning
The School Board and school staff regularly
review the Business Plan and this year, they
have been reviewing the progress of the
second business plan that was adopted in
December 2019.
This second business plan looks to continue
on the success of the first. The last Business
Plan stated that community involvement in
education provision brings with it three way
benefits: better learning for students,
enhancements in self-esteem and confidence
and the build-up of social capital. We promised
to place children, staff and the community at
the centre of our Key Focus Areas to raise
student achievement and enjoyment of
learning, culture and the arts.
This review has demonstrated that the school
has started or completed 80% of targets within the first year of
operation. Some areas that were strengths are: adopting a whole
school data collection and analysis platform; Kindergarten home
visits for new families enrolling; streamlining the process for
identification of students at risk; students identified and gaining
access to a gifted and talented curriculum and upgrading the
furniture to a natural look throughout the school.
Areas from the business plan that the school will focus on during
2021 are: provide staff with opportunities for peer observation;
development of a future workforce plan; development of a
Sustainability Action Group and enhancing outdoor play spaces
for students by starting a Nature Play area in the Early Childhood.
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Finances
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School Board Endorsement

School Board Representatives
Principal:

Steve Soames

Staff:

Paula Churchward

Staff:

Louise Humphries

Parent:

Larissa Madunic (Chair)

Parent:

Whitinui Ruatara (P & C)

Parent:

Larissa Madunic

Steve Soames

Chairperson School Board

Principal

29.03.2020

29.03.2020

Westfield Park Primary School
An Independent Public School
11 Hemingway Drive
Camillo, WA 6111
Tel: 9234 9200
Page
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Community:

Ashley Clements

Community:

Mark McQue

